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structural PERFORMANCE
Wood Roof Detailing for Wind Uplift
Fastener Schedules, Overhang Limits, and Uplift Connectors
By John “Buddy” Showalter, P.E.

Component and cladding (C&C) wind pressures calculated using 
ASCE 7-16, Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for 

Buildings and Other Structures, increased over ASCE 7-10 C&C wind 
loads. In addition to larger corner and edge areas on roofs, ASCE 
7-16 also includes increased roof pressures for low-rise (simplified) 
buildings with height (h) less than 60 feet and buildings taller than 
60 feet with hip, gable, or flat roofs.
In the case of a flat roof on a low-rise building using the simplified 

method, pressures for corner, edge, and interior areas increased from 
13 percent to 81 percent, with an average increase of over 40 percent. 
For other roof slopes, Table 1 shows a comparison of C&C loads for 
ASCE 7-16 versus ASCE 7-10.
Between the increase of C&C roof areas assigned to corner and 

edge regions and the increase in C&C roof pressures, nail schedules 
for wood structural panels (WSP) changed, with nail spacing cut in 
half in some cases. For similar reasons, in the International Residential 
Code® (IRC), overhang detailing includes limits on gable endwall 
WSP cantilevers. Uplift connectors for gable endwall rake overhang 
outlookers to the endwall require engineering or can be sized based 
on Wood Frame Construction Manual (WFCM) prescriptive tables to 
account for increased C&C loads at roof edges.
Uplift connectors at rafter or truss bearings are based on main wind 

force resisting system (MWFRS) loads. MWFRS loads did not change 
in ASCE 7-16. The International Building Code® (IBC), IRC, and 
WFCM have uplift connection load tables that can be used to size 
roof-to-wall uplift connections.
The WFCM is a referenced alternative approach to the IRC based 

on IRC Section R301.1.1. Also, note that, for risk category I or II 
buildings, IBC Section 2309 permits the use of the WFCM and its 
load assumptions for buildings within the WFCM scoping limita-
tions. Table 2 shows scoping provisions for the IRC and IBC Sections 
2308 and 2309 relative to the roof and wind loads for light-frame 
wood construction.

Roof Sheathing Fastener Schedule Changes
In the 2021 IBC and 2021 IRC, nailing patterns for wood structural 
panel roof systems have been updated. Reduced nail spacing is based 
on wind loads from ASCE 7-16 and is consistent with roof sheathing 
nailing requirements in the 2018 WFCM.

A previous article (STRUCTURE, Changes to the 2018 WFCM, June 
2018) provided background information on increases to component 
and cladding wind loads in ASCE 7-16 which led to these changes 
(Table 1). Updates to the prescriptive fastener tables in the 2021 IBC 
and 2021 IRC now provide consistency with the building codes and 
their referenced standards.
IBC Table 2304.10.2 and IRC Table 602.3(1) contain similar pre-

scriptive fastener schedules for wood construction. Only changes 
to IBC Table 2304.10.2 Items 30 and 31 are shown here (Table 3). 
Similar changes were made to IRC Table 602.3(1).
Wind uplift nailing requirements for common species of roof framing 

with specific gravities (G) of 0.42, based on spruce-pine-fir (SPF), 
are the basis of the proposed nail spacing requirements in IBC Table 
2304.10.2. This is to meet the wind uplift loading requirements of 
ASCE 7 without being overly complex in the specification of WSP 
roof sheathing nailing. The basic roof sheathing nailing schedule is 6 
inches on-center at panel edges, and 6 inches on-center at intermedi-
ate supports in the field of the panel.
This nailing schedule applies to ⅜-inch through ¾-inch wood 

structural panels fastened to framing with 8d common or deformed 

Figure 1. C&C wind loads at roof edges require tighter nailing schedules.

Ratio of ASCE 7-16/ASCE 7-10

Roof GCp – GCpi Roof Overhang GCp – GCpi

Roof Slope 3r 3e 2r 2n 2e 1 3r 3e 2r 2n 2e 1
7 < θ < 20 1.36 1.14 1.69 1.69 1.16 2.02 1.27 1.11 1.59 1.59 1.14 –

20 < θ < 27 1.36 0.96 1.43 1.43 0.89 1.56 1.27 0.97 1.36 1.36 0.91 –

27 < θ < 45 1.58 2.45 1.43 1.58 1.43 1.68 1.40 2.00 1.30 1.40 1.30 –

Table 1. Comparison of C&C wind loads for ASCE 7-16 versus ASCE 7-10. Courtesy, American Wood Council, Leesburg, VA.
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nails or roof sheathing ring shank (RSRS-01) nails with dimensions 
as shown in IBC Table 2304.10.2. Head diameters are specified 
and important due to new provisions in the 2018 National Design 
Specification® (NDS®) for Wood Construction accounting for head pull-
through in calculating nail capacities.
As shown in Table 4 for the common case of roof framing spaced at 

24 inches on-center, nailing at intermediate supports in the interior 
portions of the roof is 6 inches on-center for wind speeds within the 
scope of IBC Section 2308 Conventional Light-frame Construction. 
The 6 inches on-center spacing is also appropriate for edge zones 
(Figure 1) except where ultimate wind speeds equal or exceed 130 

mph in Exposure B and 110 mph in Exposure C, where 4 inches 
on-center nailing is required. These special cases are addressed by the 
addition of IBC Table 2304.10.2 footnote “e” (Table 3).
To update the alternative fastening to uplift loading requirements 

of ASCE 7 without being overly complex in the specification of 
wood structural panel roof sheathing attachment schedules, IBC 
Table 2304.10.2 footnote “f ” was also added. The reference calcula-
tion leading to the use of 3 inches on-center spacing at all locations 
is based on a 0.113-inch diameter nail (e.g., 6d common) shank 
withdrawal from wood framing with specific gravity equal to 0.42 
(SPF) and pre-calculated wind uplift loads in WFCM Table 3.10. 

IRC IBC 2308 IBC 2309 (WFCM) 

Occupancy One- and two-family dwellings, 
and townhouses as defined

All buildings except those  
within the scope of the IRC

All buildings, subject to the limitations 
of WFCM Section 1.1.3

Risk Category N/A I, II, III; 
IV if in SDC A

I and II

Maximum Number of Stories 3 3 3

Roof

Rafter or Roof Span 26’ lumber
36’ truss roof span

40’ roof span 26’ lumber/I-joists
60’ truss roof span

Slope Flat – 12:12 Flat – 12:12 1.5:12 – 12:12

Basic Wind Speed (3-sec gust)
Exposures B, C and D

V < 130 mph; or
V < 140 mph in non-hurricane-
prone regions 

V < 130 mph; or
V < 140 mph Exp B in non-
hurricane-prone regions

90 < V < 195 mph

Table 2. Scoping provisions for the IRC, IBC 2308, and IBC 2309 relative to the roof and wind loads for light-frame wood construction.

DESCRIPTION OF 
BUILDING ELEMENTS NUMBER AND TYPE OF FASTENERg SPACING AND LOCATION
Wood structural panels (WSP), subfloor, roof and interior wall sheathing to framing and particleboard wall sheathing to framing

Edges (inches)
Intermediate  

supports (inches)

30. ³⁄8˝– ½˝

6d common or deformed (2˝ × 0.113˝) or 
2 ³⁄8⅜˝ × 0.113˝ nail (subfloor and wall)

6 12

8d common or deformed (2½˝ × 0.131˝ ×
0.281” head) (roof) or RSRS-01 (2³⁄8˝ × 0.113”) nail (roof)d

6e 12 6e

1¾˝16 gage staple, 7⁄16˝ crown (subfloor and wall) 4 8

2 ³⁄8˝ × 0.113˝x 0.266” head nail (roof) 43f 83f

1 ¾˝ 16 gage staple, 7⁄16˝ crown (roof) 3f 63f

31. 19⁄32˝″– ¾˝

8d common (2 ½˝ × 0.131˝); or 
6d deformed (2˝ × 0.113˝) (subfloor and wall)

6 12

8d common or deformed (2½˝ × 0.131˝ × 0.281” head) 
(roof) or RSRS-01 (2³⁄8˝ × 0.113”) nail (roof)d

6e 12 6e

2³⁄8˝ × 0.113˝ × 0.266” head nail; or 
2˝ 16 gage staple, 7⁄16˝ crown

4 8

(no changes to footnotes a through d)
e.  Tabulated fastener requirements apply where the ultimate design wind speed is less than 140 mph. For wood structural panel roof sheathing attached to 

gable end roof framing and to intermediate supports within 48 inches of roof edges and ridges, nails shall be spaced at 4 inches on center where the 
ultimate design wind speed is greater than 130 mph in Exposure B or greater than 110 mph in Exposure C. Spacing exceeding 6 inches on center at 
intermediate supports shall be permitted where the fastening is designed per the AWC NDS.

f.  Fastening is only permitted where the ultimate design wind speed is less than or equal to 110 mph.
g.  Nails and staples are carbon steel meeting the specifications of ASTM F1667. Connections using nails and staples of other materials, such as stainless 

steel, shall be designed by acceptable engineering practice or approved under Section 104.11.

Table 3. Excerpt of 2021 IBC Table 2304.10.2 showing changes to fastening schedules for roof sheathing, including applicable footnotes (underline depicts new text; 
strikethrough indicates deleted text).

continued on next page
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The use of a single 3-inch spacing at all supports was extended to 
staples based on the assumption that the ASCE 7 load increase 
would similarly require reduced spacing. This assumption was 
applied to staples because a withdrawal value is not available for 
staples in the NDS.
Stainless steel nails have lower withdrawal strength when compared 

to carbon steel wire nails of the same diameter due to the reduced 

surface friction of stainless steel. The differences in withdrawal 
strength vary with the specific gravity of wood (STRUCTURE, 
Changes to the 2018 NDS, February 2018). When stainless steel 
nails are specified as an alternative to reference smooth shank carbon 
steel wire (bright or galvanized) nails in wood construction, these 
differences in nail withdrawal strengths must be considered. For 
example, where smooth shank stainless steel nails are used for roof 

sheathing attachments, more nails 
or nails of greater length or diam-
eter may be required to provide 
equivalent withdrawal strength 
performance for wind uplift. IBC 
Table 2304.10.2 footnote “g” was 
added to address this issue.

Gable Endwall 
Overhang Detailing

While gable endwall overhangs can 
be engineered per the NDS, the 
WFCM contains helpful tables and 
details for common rake overhang 
conditions. Per WFCM Section 
2.1.3.4(c), rake overhang length is 
not to exceed the lesser of one-half 
of the outlooker length or 2 feet. 
WFCM Section 2.2.6.8 indicates 
that rake overhang outlookers shall 
be connected to the gable endwall 
in accordance with the wind uplift 
loads specified in Figure 2.
Tabulated outlooker uplift con-

nection loads in Figure 2 are based 
on Zone 3 C&C roof wind loads 

Fastener Uplift Capacity (lbs)

Wind Speed 3-second gust (mph) (See Figure 1.1) 110 115 120 130 140

Sheathing Location
Rafter/Truss 
Spacing (in.)

Fastener Spacing

Uplift Load per Nail (lbs)Panel 
Edges 
(in.)

Interm. 
Supports 

(in.)

Perimeter Edge Zone 24

6 12 94 102 111 131 152

6 6 47 51 56 66 76

4 4 32 34 37 44 51

3 3 24 26 28 33 38

Gable Endwall Rake 
or Rake Truss with up 
to 9˝ Rake Overhang

Fastener Spacing (in.)

6 42 46 50 59 68

4 28 31 33 39 45

3 21 23 25 30 34

Sheathing Thickness (in.) 7/16 15/32

Framing Member G 0.42 0.49 0.42 0.49

8d common 68 100 67 98

10d box 82 118 81 120

RSRS-03 99 106 99 114

Table 4. Excerpt of 2018 WFCM Table 3.10 roof sheathing attachment requirements for Exposure B wind loads.  
Courtesy of American Wood Council, Leesburg, VA.

Figure 2. Rake overhang outlooker uplift connection loads (WFCM Table 2.2C). Courtesy of American Wood Council, Leesburg, VA.
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and assume a building located in 
Exposure B with a mean roof height 
(MRH) of 33 feet. For buildings 
located in Exposure B with mean 
roof heights less than 33 feet or 
Exposures C or D, tabulated values 
are increased with appropriate adjust-
ments. Tabulated outlooker uplift 
connection loads are based on 2-foot 
overhangs, 2x4 gable endwall fram-
ing, and uplift connectors location on 
the inside face of 2x4 gable endwall 
framing. For overhangs less than 2 
feet, tabulated uplift connector load 
values can be decreased linearly. For 
overhangs located in Zone 2 per 
Figure 1, tabulated uplift connector 
loads are permitted to be multiplied 
by 0.74. Tabulated outlooker uplift 
connection loads are calculated 
assuming a roof pitch range greater 
than 1.5:12 and less than or equal to 
6:12. For roof pitches greater than 
6:12, tabulated values are permitted 
to be multiplied by 0.85. Tabulated 
uplift connector loads are specified in 
pounds per linear foot along the gable 
endwall. Tabulated uplift connector 
loads are adjusted based on the connector spacing to determine 
connection requirements (pounds).
In IRC Section R803.2.3, WSP roof sheathing cantilevers are limited 

to no more than 9 inches beyond the gable endwall unless supported 
by gable overhang framing. This is consistent with WFCM prescrip-
tive limits for rake overhangs. Per WFCM Sections 3.1.3.4(c) and 
3.5.1.1.3, rake overhangs must be continuous 2x4 members, and the 
overhang length is not to exceed the lesser of one-half of the outlooker 
length or 2 feet (Figure 2). An exception permits rake overhangs using 
lookout blocks of no more than 9 inches (Figure 3).
WFCM Table 3.4C provides rake overhang outlooker uplift connec-

tion loads similar to those shown in Figure 2. However, WFCM Table 

3.4C shows both Exposure B and Exposure C values and is expanded 
to show values based on overhang span and outlooker spacing.

Rafter/Truss Overhang Limits
There is no specific limit for rafter/truss overhangs in the IBC. Per 
IBC Section 2308.8.2, structural elements not described in IBC 
Section 2308 require design.
IRC Section R802.7.1.1 indicates that notches on cantilevered por-

tions of rafters are permitted provided the dimension of the remaining 
portion of the rafter is not less than 3½ inches and the length of the 
cantilever does not exceed 24 inches per IRC Figure R802.7.1.1.

Figure 3. Rake overhang lookout block limits (excerpt of WFCM Figure 2.1h). Courtesy of American Wood Council, 
Leesburg, VA.

6. Rafter or roof truss to 
top plate (See Section 
2308.7.5, Table 
2308.7.5)

3-10 common (3˝ × 0.148˝); or
3-16d box (3½˝ × 0.135˝); or
4-10d box (3˝ × 0.128˝); or
4-3˝ × 0.131˝ nails; or
4-3˝ 14 gage staples, 7⁄16˝ crown

2 toenails on one side and 1 toenail
on opposite side of rafter or truss

c.  Where a rafter is fastened to an adjacent parallel ceiling joist in accordance with this schedule and the 
ceiling joist is fastened to the top plate in accordance with this schedule, the number of toenails in the rafter 
shall be permitted to be reduced by one nail.

Table 5. Excerpt of 2021 IBC Table 2304.10.2 showing rafter or roof truss to top plate fastening schedule, 
including applicable footnote.

TABLE 2308.7.5 REQUIRED RATING OF APPROVED UPLIFT CONNECTORS (pounds) 

NOMINAL 
DESIGN WIND 

SPEED, Vasd

ROOF SPAN (feet)
OVERHANGS
(pounds/feet)12 20 24 28 32 36 40

85 -72 -120 -145 -169 -193 -217 -241 -38.55

90 -91 -151 -181 -212 -242 -272 -302 -43.22

100 -131 -281 -262 -305 -349 -393 -436 -53.36

a. The uplift connection requirements are based on a 30-foot mean roof height located in Exposure B. For Exposure C or D and for other mean roof heights, multiply the loads by 

the following adjustment coefficients:

Mean Roof Height (feet)

EXPOSURE 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

B 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.09 1.12 1.16 1.19 1.22

C 1.21 1.29 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.49 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62

D 1.47 1.55 1.61 1.66 1.70 1.74 1.78 1.81 1.84 1.87

Table 6. Excerpt of 2021 IBC Table 2308.7.5 showing required rating of approved uplift connectors and adjustments for MRH and Exposure category.

continued on next page
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Wind Speed
3-second gust (mph)  

(See Figure 1.1)
90 95 100 105 110 115 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 195

Roof/Ceiling Assembly 
Design Dead Load

Roof 
Span (ft)

Unit Connection Loads (plf)

0 psf

12 79 88 97 107 118 128 140 164 190 219 249 281 315 369

24 130 145 161 177 195 213 232 272 315 362 412 465 521 612

36 182 203 225 248 272 298 324 380 441 506 576 650 729 856

48 234 261 289 319 350 383 417 489 567 651 741 836 938 1100

60 287 319 354 390 428 468 509 598 693 796 906 1022 1146 1345

10 psf

12 31 40 49 59 70 80 92 116 142 171 201 233 267 321

24 46 61 77 93 111 129 148 188 231 278 328 381 437 528

36 62 83 105 128 152 178 204 260 321 386 456 530 609 736

48 78 105 133 163 194 227 261 333 411 495 585 680 782 944

60 95 127 162 198 236 276 317 406 501 604 714 830 954 1153

Table 7. Excerpt of 2018 WFCM Table 2.2A uplift connection loads from wind. Courtesy of American Wood Council, Leesburg, VA.

WFCM Sections 2.5.1.1.2 and 3.5.1.1.2 specify that rafter overhangs 
shall not exceed the lesser of one-third of the rafter span or 2 feet.

Rafter/Truss Uplift Connections
Uplift connectors at rafter or truss bearings are based on main wind 
force resisting system (MWFRS) loads. The IBC, IRC, and WFCM 
have uplift connection load tables that can be used to size roof-to-
wall uplift connections.
IBC Section 2308.7.5 requires rafter and truss ties to the wall below 

with the resultant uplift loads transferred to the foundation using a 
continuous load path. The rafter or truss-to-wall connection has to 
comply with Tables 2304.10.2 and 2308.7.5. The former includes 
prescriptive rafter or roof truss to top plate uplift fastener schedules, 
as shown in Table 5 (page 19).
IBC Table 2308.7.5 (Table 6, page 19) includes tabulated uplift 

connection values for uplift connectors and overhangs. The uplift 
connection requirements are based on framing spacing of 24 inches 
on-center. Smaller spacings can be adjusted linearly. The uplift connec-
tion requirements include an allowance for 10 pounds of dead load.
For the effects of overhangs, the magnitude of the loads is increased 

by adding the overhang loads found in IBC Table 2308.7.5. The 
overhang loads are also based on framing spaced 24 inches on-center. 
The overhang loads given are multiplied by the overhang projection 
and added to the roof uplift value in the table.
The uplift connection requirements are based on wind loading on 

end zones as defined in ASCE 7 Figure 28.5-1. Loads for connections 
located a distance of 20 percent of the least horizontal dimension of the 
building from the corner of the building are permitted to be reduced 
by multiplying the table connection value by 0.7 and multiplying 
the overhang load by 0.8.
Interpolation is permitted for intermediate values of Vasd and roof 

spans. The rated capacity of approved tie-down devices is permitted 
to include up to a 60-percent increase for wind effects where allowed 
by material specifications such as the NDS.
IRC Table R802.11 contains ASD wind uplift loads based on ultimate 

design wind speeds (VULT) of 110 – 140 mph for both Exposure B 
and C. Rafter or truss spacings range from 12 to 24 inches on-center, 

roof spans range from 12 to 48 feet, and roof pitches are shown for 
less than 5:12 and for 5:12 and greater.
WFCM Table 2.2A includes wind uplift connection loads, as 

shown in Table 7. Tabulated uplift loads equal total uplift minus 
0.6 of the roof/ceiling assembly design dead load. Tabulated unit 
uplift connection loads shall be permitted to be multiplied by 
0.75 for framing not located within 6 feet of corners for build-
ings less than 30 feet in width (W) or W/5 for buildings greater 
than 30 feet in width.
Tabulated uplift loads are based on MWFRS wind loads and assume a 

building located in Exposure B with an MRH of 33 feet. For buildings 
located in Exposures B with MRHs less than 33 feet, or in Exposures 
C or D, tabulated values for 0 psf roof dead load can be adjusted then 
reduced by the appropriate design dead load.
Tabulated uplift connector loads are specified in pounds per linear 

foot along the wall. Tabulated uplift connector loads are adjusted 
based on the connector spacing to determine connection require-
ments (pounds).

Conclusion
C&C wind pressures calculated using ASCE 7-16 increased over 
ASCE 7-10 C&C wind loads. Between the increase of C&C 
roof areas assigned to corner and edge regions and the increase 
in C&C roof pressures, nail spacings for wood structural panels 
(WSP) are significantly reduced in some cases. For similar reasons, 
in the IRC, overhang detailing includes 9-inch limits on gable 
endwall WSP cantilevers. Uplift connectors for gable endwall rake 
overhang outlookers to the endwall require engineering or can be 
sized based on WFCM prescriptive tables to account for increased 
C&C loads at roof edges.
Uplift connectors at rafter or truss bearings are based on MWFRS 

loads. MWFRS loads did not change in ASCE 7-16. The 
IBC, IRC, and WFCM have uplift connection load tables 
that can be used to size roof-to-wall uplift connections.■

John “Buddy” Showalter is a Senior Staff Engineer with ICC’s Product 
Development Group (bshowalter@iccsafe.org).


